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Abstract

Robust principal component analysis(RPCA), a method used to decom-

pose a matrix into the sum of a low-rank matrix and a sparse matrix, has

been proven effective in modeling the static background of videos. However,

because a dynamic background cannot be represented by a low-rank matrix,

measures additional to the RPCA are required. In this thesis, we propose

masked RPCA to process backgrounds containing moving textures. First-

order Marcov random field (MRF) is used to generate a mask that roughly

labels moving objects and backgrounds. To estimate the background, the

rank minimization process is then applied with the mask multiplied. During

the iteration, the background rank increases as the object mask expands,

and the weight of the rank constraint term decreases, which increases the

accuracy of the background. We compared the proposed method with state-

of-art, end-to-end methods to demonstrate its advantages.

Subsequently, we suggest novel dedusting method based on dust-optimized

transmission map and deep image prior. This method consists of estimating

atmospheric light and transmission in that order, which is similar to dark

channel prior-based dehazing methods. However, existing atmospheric light

estimating methods widely used in dehazing schemes give an overly bright

estimation, which results in unrealistically dark dedusting results. To ad-

dress this problem, we propose a segmentation-based method that gives new

estimation in atmospheric light. Dark channel prior based transmission map

with new atmospheric light gives unnatural intensity ordering and zero value

at low transmission regions. Therefore, the transmission map is refined by

scattering model based transformation and dark channel adaptive non-local

total variation (NLTV) regularization. Parameter optimizing steps with deep

image prior(DIP) gives the final dedusting result.

Key words: Moving object detection, Dynamic background subtraction, Ro-
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Moving Object Detection In Dynamic Back-

grounds

Background subtraction is a major approach to moving object detection and

is required for automated video analysis and its practical applications in traf-

fic monitoring, auto driving, and fire detection. The concept is to model a

background without moving objects and compare it with each input video

frame. Pixels with differences between them, which are greater than a set

threshold, are considered moving objects.

It is of significance that the background is not always static. That is,

there is a difference in the relative importance of individual moving objects,

which means that sometimes only important objects should be extracted.

This problem is termed dynamic background subtraction.

Robust principal component analysis (RPCA) [9] is a useful approach for

static background subtraction owing to its ability to recover low-rank ma-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

trices. That is, the low-rank output of the RPCA models the static back-

ground, and the sparse output models the moving object. However, as the

low-rank output of the RPCA is literally close to the low-rank matrix, its

ability to express the dynamic background is limited. To compensate for this

limitation we introduced a mask to distinguish the object and background.

We found that it supports modeling the dynamic background and select-

ing the major objects among the combination of objects. By combining the

prevalent RPCA framework and the object mask, we produce another RPCA

model for dynamic background subtraction.

The contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• We propose a new type of RPCA-based dynamic background subtrac-

tion method that differently emphasizes the similarities between frames ac-

cording to the object mask.

• Our method does not require matrix decomposition such as singular

value decomposition (SVD), and takes a near linear number of computations

for each iteration with respect to the number of pixels in the video.

• Experiments show that our method outperforms state-of-art end-to-end

non-deep learning-based methods.

We briefly present some related works in Section . The proposed method

and its optimization approach are then introduced in Section 3.1 and 3.2. In

Section 3.3, we present the detailed implementation of the algorithm and the

result of the experiments demonstrating the superiority of our method.

1.2 Image Dedusting

Particulate matter, which is a kind of fine dust generated by factories, power

plants, etc., can stay in the air for some days. Pictures taken in dusty envi-

ronments have weak colors and low contrast. This is because the particles in

the atmosphere scatter and absorb the light reflected from objects[39]. The

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

proportion of light not scattered and arriving at the camera is termed as

transmission, and transmission depends on the distances from the objects in

the picture to the camera. The degradation of images by dust hinders di-

rect human use and the application of machine vision techniques. Therefore,

a method to restore an image polluted by dust is required.

Fine dust is a recent phenomenon in East Asia, so the development of de-

dusting methods has been scarce. In this thesis, we propose a new image

restoration method for dusty environments. The degradation model is based

on the mechanisms of atmospheric scattering.

The contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• We compute atmospheric light with superpixel segmentation, which fits

fine dust. Moreover, we refined the transmission map to fit the new atmo-

spheric light.

• Based on deep image prior(DIP), we proposed a neural dedusting method,

i.e., U-Net and fully connected networks are applied to capture the priors of

clean image and unknown parameters, respectively.

• Experiments show that our method successfully recovers an image de-

graded by a dusty environment, and it outperforms other state-of-art dehaz-

ing methods.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. We present some related

works in Section 2.2. Then introduce our proposed method in Section 4.1

and 4.2. In Section 4.3, we present the detailed implementation of the pro-

posed algorithm and the results of the experiments compared with state-of-

art dehazing algorithms. Finally, we conclude the thesis in Section 5.

3



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this section, the required preliminaries for this thesis is provided. We first

introduce some related works for moving object detection in dynamic back-

ground. Subsequently, preliminaries for image dedusting is presented.

2.1 Moving Object Detection In Dynamic Back-

grounds

In practice scenarios, the background contains moving textures that should

be considered part of backgrounds. Usually, such textures are moving ob-

jects which are small or move slightly. Swaying branches, flowing water, and

moving cars far from the camera are included in that category. Noise, cam-

era jitter, change of lights, and pale shadows also contributes to the forma-

tion of such textures. Figure 2.1 shows examples of the dynamic background

and moving object detection in it. The first low of Figure 2.1 shows the in-

put frame. The first two columns are from ”Escalator” and the letter two

columns are from ”WaterSurface”. Both of them are from the I2R dataset

4



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES

Figure 2.1: Moving object detection in dynamic backgrounds using the pro-
posed method. The input frames (the first column) and background subtrac-
tion results (the second column).

[28]. ”Escalator” contains moving escalator, and ”WaterSurface” contains

flowing river as the moving texture. However, they should be considered the

part of the background, and the only moving objects should be detected is

the people in both case. The second low of Figure 2.1 shows the background

subtraction results with the proposed method.

2.1.1 Literature review

Statistical methods are steadily being developed, and one significant class of

these methods models the pixels with Gaussian distributions. Pfinder[62] de-

tects and tracks a human body using a single-Gaussian model. Stauffer and

Grimson[53] proposed the Gaussian mixture model (GMM). In [53], the value

of each pixel is modeled as a mixture of Gaussians. After the Gaussian dis-

tributions representing the background are determined, the pixels whose val-

ues are close to these distributions are considered the background. Zivkovic
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CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES

proposed improved-mixture-of-Gaussians background model (IMOG)[71], which

is an extension of the GMM. In IMOG, the parameters and the number of

components of the mixture are adaptively updated using recursive equations.

Another popular class of statistical methods deals with texture features.

Heikkila and Pietikainen[19] proposed a method to find background statis-

tics using discriminative texture features. They chose a local binary pat-

tern(LBP) texture operator[41] for background modeling. LBP is an eight

bit binary number that describes the grayscale texture, and it is defined as

LBP (xc) =
7∑
p=0

s(gp − gc)2p, (2.1)

where gc is the gray value of the central pixel xc and gp is that of the

neighboring pixels. Zhang et al. proposed STLBP[67], which extends LBP

from the spatial domain to spatio-temporal domain. He et al. [18] consid-

ered spatio-temporal local compact binary patterns(STLCBPs) to detect ap-

pearance changes in complex scenes.

ViBe[1] is a seminal work that uses a background sample-based model.

In this work, the value of each pixel in the current frame is compared with

background samples, which are constructed by previous frames. Pixels whose

number of matches is greater than the threshold are considered to be back-

ground. These background samples are updated using a random sample re-

placement policy. Hofmann et al. [20] presented dynamic controllers for the

decision threshold and learning parameters. St-Charles et al. improved those

controllers in SuBSENSE[52]. Mandal proposed CANDID[35], which employs

a deterministic background sample update policy.

Sparse representation with RPCA is another popular method for back-

ground subtraction. RPCA decomposes a matrix into sum of a sparse matrix

and a low-rank matrix. The underlying concept is that backgrounds have a

lower rank than the original video with its moving objects, and the mov-
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CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES

ing objects represent a small percentage of the total number of pixels in the

video. However, as mentioned before, dynamic backgrounds can have high

rank and additional measures are needed to process them.

The use of MRF can result in boundary adherence and sparsity, and it

has been proved effective in enhancing the detection accuracy. Zhou et al.

[69] and [22] modeled the object in front using first-order MRFs with binary

labels. Javed et al. [23] used MRF for post-processing. Wang et al.[57] pro-

posed a two-layer MRF model: one deals with a pixel-based constraint and

the other with a superpixel-based constraint.

Recently, deep learning approaches such as [31] have demonstrated su-

perior performance. However, they require massive training data, which are

hard to acquire. In addition, if the style of the testing data is different from

the training data, they do not demonstrate adequate performance, and in

this case, it is difficult to tune their parameters without additional data.

2.1.2 Robust principal component analysis(RPCA) and

their application status

Let X ∈ Rd×n be a matrix. In the case of background subtraction, each col-

umn of this matrix is flattened frame of the input video. Then, the funda-

mental concept of the RPCA is to decompose X as

X = L+ S, (2.2)

where L is a low-rank matrix representing the background and S is a sparse

matrix representing the moving objects. Because minimizing directly

rank(L) + ||S||0, s.t., L+ S = X, (2.3)

7



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES

is known to be NP-hard, the condition for both the L and the S term should

be relaxed. Candès et al. [9] suggested the most basic form of the RPCA

method for this field by minimizing

||L||∗ + λ||S||1, s.t., L+ S = X, (2.4)

where || · ||∗ is the nuclear norm. Bouwmans and Zahzah [4] reviewed algo-

rithms with the ranks minimized by using nuclear norm minimization. Gu

et al. [15] used the weighted nuclear norm minimization (WNNM) framework

instead of nuclear norm minimization. Oh et al. [40] introduced partial sum

minimization of singular values (PSSV), which is the sum of singular val-

ues except for the largest ones. A significant drawback of such methods is

that they all require SVDs, of which the per-iteration complexity is O(nmd)

where m = min(d, n). Because d >> n usually, the above algorithms be-

come extremely slow for long videos. Therefore, many attempts have been

made to reduce the time consumed by amending the rank term of L. LMaFit

[50], Unifying [7], and factEN [24] suggest partial SVD schemes, of which

the per-iteration complexity is O(cnd) where c << min(d, n). They share

the approach of decomposing the low rank component into L = UV T , where

U ∈ Rn×c, V ∈ Rd×c. LMaFit minimizes the l1-norm of the difference be-

tween X and L. Besides this, Unifying minimizes the Frobenius norm of U

and V . In addition, factEN further minimizes the Frobenius norm of L.

Shang et al. [49] noticed that the nuclear norm is identical to the Schat-

ten 1-norm and generalized (2.4) by

||L||pSp + ||S||pp, s.t., L+ S = X, (2.5)

where || · ||Sp is the Schatten p-norm. Their study showed that, for p =

1/2 and p = 2/3, the Schatten p-norm can be transformed into a simple

form that can be numerically minimized that outperformed those in [50],

8



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES

[7], and [24]. Peng et al.[42] proposed RES-PCA which introduces another

constraint for the rank term, which is entirely separate the singular values of

X. Beyond the prevalent low-rank assumption of L, they assumed that the

columns of L are highly approximate to each other in the Euclidean space.

This led to the replacement of the rank constraint term with

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

||Li − Lj||2F (2.6)

or equally,

Tr

(
L(In −

1

n
11T)LT

)
, (2.7)

where 1n is an n-dimensional column vector containing 1’s.

Now we briefly introduce the solver of each applications. The main con-

tents of [9] is minimizing (2.4), and it is realized by augmented Lagrange

multiplier(ALM) algorithm introduced in [32, 65]. The ALM method oper-

ates on the augmented Lagrangian

l(L, S, Y ) = ||L||∗ + λ||S||1+ < Y,X − L− S > +
µ

2
||X − L− S||2F. (2.8)

Its minimizing strategy is to first solve L-subproblem (fixing S), then solve

S-subproblem (with L fixed), and then update the Lagrange multiplier ma-

trix Y based on the residual X−L−S. Let Sτ denote the shrinkage operator

defined by Sτ = sgn(x) max(|x| − τ, 0). Then the S-subproblem is solved by

argmin
S
l(L, S, Y ) = Sλµ(X − L+ µ−1Y ). (2.9)

On the other hand, for a matrix Z, let Dτ (Z) denote the singular value

9



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES

thresholding operator defined by Dτ (Z) = USτ (Σ)V ∗, where Z = UΣV ∗ is

any singular value decomposition. Then the L-subproblem is solved by

argmin
L
l(L, S, Y ) = Dµ(X − S − µ−1Y ). (2.10)

Oh et al. [40] can be summarized in minimizing

min
L,S
||L||p=N + λ||S||1, s.t. X = L+ S, (2.11)

where ||L||p =
∑min(n,d)

i=p+1 σi(L) and σi(L) is the i-th singular value of L. It

is also solved by ALM algorithm, and its augmented Lagrangian function is

formulated by

l(L, S, Y ) = ||L||p=N + λ||S||1+ < Y,X − L− S > +
µ

2
||X − L− S||2F.

(2.12)

[40] proved that the solution of minimization problem

argmin
X

1

2
||X − Y ||2F + τ ||X||p=N (2.13)

can be expressed by the PSVT operator defined as:

PN,τ [Y ] = UY (DY1 + Sτ [DY2 ])V
T
Y , (2.14)

where

DY1 = diag(σ1, ..., σN , 0, ..., 0),

DY2 = diag(0, ..., 0, σN+1, ..., σmin(n,d)),
(2.15)

10



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES

and UY (DY1 + DY2)V
T
Y is a SVD of Y. Therefore, (2.12) can be minimized

by updating S and L alternatively at each iteration i as:

Li+1 = PN,µ−1
i

[X − Si + µ−1
i Yi],

Si+1 = Sλµ−1
i

[X − Li+1 + µ−1
i Yi].

(2.16)

We omit the update of Y and µ.

LMaFit [50] replaced the rank constraint rank(L) ≤ k by L = UV , where

U ∈ Rn×c and U ∈ Rc×d. Their model becomes:

min
U,V,L
||X − L||1 s.t. UV − L = 0, (2.17)

where U ∈ Rn×c and U ∈ Rc×d for some given but adjustable rank estimate

c > 0. This is also solved by minimizing augmented Lagrangian function

which is defined as

l(U, V, L, Y ) = ||X − L||1+ < Y,UV − L > +
µ

2
||UV − L||2F. (2.18)

U -subproblem and V -subproblem of (2.18) are simple least-square problems,

whose solutions at i-th iteration are

B = Li −
Li
µ
, Ui+1 = BV †i , Vi+1 = U †i+1B, (2.19)

where Z† denotes the pseudo-inverse of the matrix Z. The solution of L-

subproblem can also be explicitly using the shrinkage operator, leading to

Li+1 = Sµ−1(Ui+1Vi+1 −X +
Y

µ
) +X. (2.20)

11
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Once again, we omit the update process of Y .

Shang et al. [49] generalized the regularization of RPCA with the Schat-

ten p-norm. They studied for the case of p = 1
2

and 2
3
, but we state only

the case of p = 1
2

here. Their energy to be minimized is

||L||1/2
S1/2 + ||S||1/21/2, s.t., L+ S = X. (2.21)

First, they defined double nuclear norm penalty ||Z||D−N with of a matrix Z

whose rank is at most r ≤ c with two factor matix U ∈ Rn×c and V ∈ Rd×c

such that Z = UV T. The double nuclear norm penalty of Z is defined as

||Z||D−N = min
U,V :Z=UV T

1

4
(||U ||∗ + ||V ||∗)2. (2.22)

They proved that the Schatten-1/2 quasi-norm is identical to the double nu-

clear norm penalty, i.e.,

||Z||S1/2
= ||Z||D−N = min

U,V :Z=UV T

1

4
(||U ||∗ + ||V ||∗)2. (2.23)

Replacing the Schatten-1/2 quasi-norm of (2.21) with double nuclear norm

penalty, the problem is reformulated as

min
U,V,L,S,Û ,V̂

λ

2

(
||Û ||∗ + ||V̂ ||∗

)
+ ||S||1/2l1/2

,

s.t., Û = U, V̂ = V, UV T = L,L+ S = X.

(2.24)

The alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM, or the inexact ALM)

12
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is used to solve (2.24), whose augmented Lagrangian function is given by

lmu(U, V, L, S, Û , V̂ , Yi) =
λ

2
(||Û ||∗ + ||V̂ ||∗) + ||S||1/2l1/2

+ < Y1, Û − U >

+ < Y2, V̂ − V > + < Y3, UV
T − L > + < Y4, L+ S −X >

+
µ

2

(
||Û − U ||2F + ||V̂ − V ||2F + ||UV T − L||2F + ||L+ S −X||2F

)
.

(2.25)

In this case, the Û -subproblem and the V̂ subproblem are the sum of the

nuclear norm and the Frobenius norm, therefore they can be solved by the

singular value thresholding operator Dτ . Both the U -subproblem and the V -

subproblem are least square problems, and their optimal solutions are given

by

Ui+1 = (Ûi + µ−1
i Y i

1 +MiVi)(Ic + V T
i Vi)

−1,

Vi+1 = (V̂i + µ−1
i Y i

2 +MT
i Ui+1)(Ic + UT

i+1Ui+1)−1,
(2.26)

where Mi = Li − µ−1Y i
3 , and Ic denotes the identity matrix of size c.

RES-PCA [42] directly imposed the similarity between columns in Eu-

clidean space. Replacing the rank term with (2.7), they made the columns

be included in a rank-1 subspace. For the case of L of rank c, they proposed

multiple rank-1 subspaces with the following model:

min
L,S,p1,...,pc

λ
c∑
i=1

Tr

(
Ld(pi)(In −

1

n
11T)d(pi)L

T

)
+ ||S||1

s.t., X = L+ S, pi ∈ 0, 1n,
∑
i

pi = 1n.

(2.27)

This can be solved by ALM algorithm.

Note that all of them are solved by ALM algorithms, and [9] and [40] re-

13
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quires SVDs whose computational complexity is O(nmd) where m = min(d, n).

Although the per-iteration complexity of [50],[49], and [42] is O(cnd) where

c > 0 is the upper bound of rank of L, their L’s are undesirable to model

dynamic backgrounds since they are literally low-ranked.

2.1.3 Graph cuts and α-expansion algorithm

In this section, Bayesian labeling of first-order Markov Random Fields and

graph cut algorithms to solve them are introduced. For detailed explana-

tions, we refer readers to [6].

Suppose every pixel p ∈ X must be assigned a label in some finite set L.

These labels tend to be piecewise smooth so they vary smoothly on the sur-

face of an object, but can change dramatically at boundaries. The problem

is to find a labeling f that assigns each pixel p ∈ X a label fp ∈ L while

minimizing the energy whose form is

E(f) = Esmooth(f) + Edata(f), (2.28)

where Esmooth measures how much the labeling f is not smooth, and Edata

measures the disagreement between f and the given data.

Usually, E(f) takes the form of

E(f) =
∑
{p,q}∈N

Vp,q(fp, fq) +
∑
p∈X

Dp(fp), (2.29)

where N is the set of adjacent pairs of pixels, Vp,q measure the distance

between fp and fq, and Dp measures how well fp does not fit pixel p given

the observed data. Vp,q is assumed to be a metric and Dp is non-negative

but otherwise arbitrary.

For example, see Figure 2.2. In Figure 2.2.(a), a binary image is given.
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Then a strong Gaussian noise is added to (a), and this is (b). Let xp be the

value of (b) at index p. (b) can be restored by minimizing the energy

E(f) =
∑
p

Dp(fp) +
∑

(p,q)∈N

50|fp − fq|. (2.30)

where fp ∈ {0, 1} for every p. Here, D is defined by

Dp(fp) =

xp if fp = 0

255− xp otherwise.
(2.31)

After minimizing (2.30) with α-expansion algorithm explained below, one

can get (c) for Figure 2.2.

A labeling f can be represented by a partition P = {Pl|l ∈ L}, where

Pl = {p ∈ X|fp = l}. Given a label α, a move from a partition P to P
′

is

called an α-expansion if Pα ⊆ P
′
α and P ′β ⊆ Pβ for every β ∈ L−{α}. Then

the α-expansion algorithm for minimizing (2.29) is shown in algorithm 1.

In the above algorithm, the method to find the optimal expansion move

in step 3.a should be explained. [6] proved that the lowest energy labeling

(a) Ground truth (b) Corrupted image (c) Restored image

Figure 2.2: (a) Ground truth clean image, (b) (a) corrupted with additive
Gaussian noise, (c) (b) restored by minimizing (2.30).

15
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Algorithm 1 α-expansion algorithm

1: Start with an arbitrary labeling f

2: Set success ← 0

3: For each label α ∈ L
a: Find f̂ = arg minE(f

′
) among f

′
within one α-expansion of f

b: If E(f̂) < E(f), f ← f̂ and success ← 1

4: If success = 1, go back to 2

5: Return f

within a single α-expansion move from f is fC, where C is the minimum cut

on Gα. Then, this can be solved by s− t cut algorithms which terminate in

Õ(n) times; [43] for example.

2.2 Image Dedusting

2.2.1 Image dehazing methods

The light scattering and absorbing phenomenon occur due to atmospheric

particles. There have been many studies related to aerosols whose radius

ranges from 10−2 to 1 µm. [10, 68] used multiple images to obtain diverse

atmospheric conditions. This is not practical in real-world applications be-

cause it is hard to expect subjects not to change until the atmospheric envi-

ronment changes. Therefore, the need for single image dehazing algorithms

is raised.

The majority of single image dehazing algorithms have used the haze

model [25]

I(x) = J(x)t(x) + A(1− t(x)), (2.32)
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where I is the input hazy image, J is the latent scene radiance, A is the

atmospheric light, t is the transmission, and x is the position of the pixel in

the image. Transmission t(x) can be formulated as:

t(x) = e−βD(x), (2.33)

where D(x) is the distance between the scene at the position and β is the

scattering coefficient of the atmosphere. Because finding J from (2.32) is

a highly ill-posed problem, there have been many attempts to solve (2.32)

by utilizing a variety of prior and empirical knowledge. One remarkable ap-

proach among them is dark channel prior [17] based approach. The dark

channel prior is based on observation on outdoor images. It says that in

most non-sky patches of a clean outdoor image J , at least one color channel

has some pixels whose intensity is very low. That is, for each non-sky patch

Ω(x) centered at x,

DCJ(x) := min
y∈Ω(x)∩J

(
min

c∈{R,G,B}
J c(y)

)
→ 0. (2.34)

where DCJ is called the dark channel of J . Dark channel prior based dehaz-

ing algorithms have been developed in the studies [14, 21, 47, 54, 70]. Fig-

ure 2.3 shows outdoor images(upper row) and their dark channel(lower row).

Note that the rightmost picture is taken under a hazy environment and its

dark channel value is large at hazy regions even though they not parts of

the sky.

Another notable approach is learning-based methods. Dehazenet [8] used

convolutional neural networks(CNN) framework to estimate transmission. Aod-

net [27] directly generates a clean image through a light-weight CNN. Re-

cently, the concept of generative adversarial networks(GAN) has been used

by state-of-art methods, including GFN [44], Dehaze GAN [29], DCPDN

17
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[66], DHSGAN [34], and Cycle-Dehaze [11].

2.2.2 Dust model

When the cause of scattering and absorbing is dust whose particle size is

usually greater than 10µm, its scattering pattern is different from that of

haze [38], and studies for restoring such images are very scarce. A dust imag-

ing model considering its scattering pattern was suggested in [30, 60]:

I(x) = J(x)t(x)

[
1 +

p(0, 0)

4π
τ(x)

]
+ A(1− t(x)), (2.35)

where p is the scattering phase function for dust, τ(x) = βD(x), and D(x)

is the distance between the scene at position x and the camera. When the

Figure 2.3: Images and their dark channels.
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dust is homogeneous, transmission can be expressed as

t(x) = exp{−βD(x)}. (2.36)

Therefore, the dust model becomes

I(x) = J(x)t(x)

[
1− p(0, 0)

4π
logt(x)

]
+ A(1− t(x)). (2.37)

2.2.3 Non-local total variation(NLTV)

The non-local similarity benefits analyzing complicated image structures. [13]

introduced NLTV and showed minimizing NLTV can restore global regular-

ity of images. Assume that a image t is given. In NLTV, a fixed area A(x)

is introduced for each pixel x. For each y ∈ A(x), searching window P (y) is

a patch centered y. Then similarity between P (x) and P (y) is defined by

w(x, y) = exp

(
1

σ2
||P (x)− P (y)||2G

)
, (2.38)

where G is a 2 dimensional Gaussian kernel matrix with standard deviation

σ. Then the non-local gradient of t at x is define by

Owt(x) = (t(y)− t(x))
√
w(x, y), ∀y ∈ A(x). (2.39)

The NLTV is defined by

∑
x

|Owt(x)| =
∑
x

√ ∑
y∈A(x)

(t(y)− t(x))2w(x, y). (2.40)
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We applied NLTV minimization to refine the transmission map.
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Chapter 3

Dynamic Background

Subtraction With Masked RPCA

3.1 Motivation

3.1.1 Motivation of background modeling

Our assumption concerning the background was profoundly inspired by the

work of RES-PCA[42], but [42] has two main points to improve. The first is

the suboptimal rank of the background that makes it hard to represent dy-

namic backgrounds. To solve this problem, we separated L and L̃ where the

former represents a dynamic background and the latter a static background.

The second point that requires improvement is that minimizing (2.7) can

cause ghost artifacts. According to [51], a ghost artifact is “a set of con-

nected points, detected as being in motion but not corresponding to any

real moving object.” They may occur at pixel k if the proportion of j is

high where Xkj is part of an object. To improve this, we formulated a bi-
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(a) Input (b) Ground truth (c) RES-PCA

(d) minimizer of (3.6)

without multiplication

(e) Proposed method

Figure 3.1: Comparison with RES-PCA and the effect of mask multiplica-
tion. (a) Input frame, (b) ground truth (the gray region is the out-of-interest
region), and background subtraction results of (c) RES-PCA, (d) minimizer
of (3.6) without multiplying (1−Mj + ε) at the first summation, and (e) the
proposed method. (c) produced many false positives(green region) because
RES-PCA gave excessively low-rank background and (d) produced ghost ef-
fects at the right side of the subject.

nary mask that represents moving objects. It was multiplied to the rank

term for the background to be constructed from the regions without moving

objects. A comparison with RES-PCA and the effect of mask multiplication

is shown in Fig 3.1.

(2.6) can be transformed into

n∑
i=1

||Li −
1

n

n∑
j=1

Lj||2F, (3.1)

and this can be interpreted to mean that there is a vector L̃ where each
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Li is similar to it in Euclidean space. To apply the object mask yet to be

introduced in section 3.1.2, we split L̃ from L. Therefore we changed (3.1)

to

min
L,L̃

n∑
i=1

||Li − L̃||2F. (3.2)

To cope with more general situations that may occur, such as sudden changes

in lighting, we split the column space of L into c rank 1 subspaces and min-

imize the energy term given above for each subspace. That approach, when

applied gives

min
L,p1,L̃1,...,pc,L̃c

c∑
i=1

∑
(pi)j=1

||Lj − L̃i||2F. (3.3)

In this case, L̂ where L̂j = L̃i for each j and i satisfies (pi)j = 1 is a low-

rank matrix that represents the static background. We want L to represent

the dynamic background, but the above formulation alone is insufficient to

achieve this purpose. The background portion of each Li must be rendered

identically to that of Xi. To do this, we introduce a mask to represent ob-

jects in Section 3.1.2.

3.1.2 Mask formulation

Let M ∈ {0, 1}d×n be a matrix for distinguishing the foreground and the

background, where

M(i, j) =

1, if ij is a moving object pixel

0, otherwise.
(3.4)
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Then the sparsity condition on S can be implemented by imposing sparsity

on M . Now, let the object mask be the region where M = 1 and share its

notation with M . Moreover, let the background mask be the region M = 0

and denote it as M c. Assuming that the foreground objects are clustered

and L and X are identical at M c, we formulate the energy for M using the

first-order MRF:

n∑
j=1

β||Mj||1 + γ
∑

(kj,lj)∈N

|Mkj −Mlj|


+
ρ

2
||(1−M) ◦ (L−X)||2F.

(3.5)

where (kj, lj) ∈ N indicates that pixels k and l are separated by a dis-

tance of 1 in the coordinates when the j-th column is converted to the orig-

inal j-th video frame, and ◦ means component wise multiplication. We used

(kj, lj) ∈ N instead of (p, q) ∈ N ; we focus only on the spatial smoothness

of M . Otherwise the graph will be extremely large and the problem becomes

difficult to solve. Note that the latter term of (3.5) can split into the sum

of the energy of the each frame.

3.1.3 Model

L̃i obtained by optimizing (3.3) is the average of corresponding Ljs, which

is effected by moving objects. If ghost artifacts occur, they affect L and M

sequentially, causing the algorithm to converge on poor results. Therefore,

background modeling should be done by focusing on information from re-

gions of M c rather than dealing with information found in all pixels equally.
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Combining this idea and (3.3) and (3.5), we propose the following model:

min
L,L̃,M,p

λ

2

c∑
i=1

∑
(pi)j=1

||(1−Mj + ε) ◦ (Lj − L̃i)||2F

+
ρ

2
||(1−M) ◦ (L−X)||2F

+β||M ||1 + γ
n∑
j=1

∑
(kj,lj)∈ε

|Mkj −Mlj|

s.t. pi ∈ {0, 1}n,
∑
i

pi = 1n,

(3.6)

where d(·) is a diagonal matrix corresponding to the input vector, and 1n

is an n× 1 column vector with all components of 1. This energy is not con-

vex and includes discrete variables, and, therefore, joint optimization over

L, L̃,M, and p is difficult. Consequently, we use an algorithm that alterna-

tively solves the subproblem of each variable.

3.2 Optimization

3.2.1 L-Subproblem

L-subproblem is given by

min
L

λ

2

c∑
i=1

∑
(pi)j=1

||(1−Mj + ε) ◦ (Lj − L̃i)||2F

+
ρ

2
||(1−M) ◦ (L−X)||2F.

(3.7)
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It is easily solved for each j and i with (pi)j = 1 as follows:

Lj = (1−Mj) ◦
(1 + ε)λL̃i + ρXj

(1 + ε)λ+ ρ
+Mj ◦ L̃i. (3.8)

In practice, we ignore the terms with ε and compute them as

Lj = (1−Mj) ◦
λL̃i + ρXj

λ+ ρ
+Mj ◦ L̃i. (3.9)

L can be obtained by collecting and arranging each Lj, and its total com-

plexity is O(nd). Since we do not focus on minimizing the nuclear norm or

its variations, our method does not require time-consuming SVDs.

3.2.2 L̃-Subproblem

We first initialize L̃ by

L̃i =
1

||pi||1

∑
(pi)j=1

Xj. (3.10)

Then the L̃-subproblem is given by :

min
L̃

λ

2

c∑
i=1

∑
(pi)j=1

||(1−Mj + ε) ◦ (Lj − L̃i)||2F, (3.11)

moreover, its solution is

L̃i =
1∑

(pi)j=1(1−Mj + ε)
◦
∑

(pi)j=1

(1−Mj + ε) ◦ Lj. (3.12)
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That is, with ε being small enough, only k with Mkj = 0 is considered in

calculating L̃i, except for the case when Mkj = 1 along all j with (pi)j = 1.

3.2.3 M-Subproblem

The M -subproblem can be split with respect to j = 1, 2, ..., d and the corre-

sponding i is given by

min
M

λ

2

c∑
i=1

∑
(pi)j=1

||(1−Mj + ε) ◦ (Lj − L̃i)||2F

+
ρ

2
||(1−M) ◦ (L−X)||2F

+ β||M ||1 + γ
n∑
j=1

∑
(kj,lj)∈N

|Mkj −Mlj|.

(3.13)

This energy form can be solved with α-expansion algorithm with

D =
λ

2

c∑
i=1

∑
(pi)j=1

||(1−Mj + ε) ◦ (Lj − L̃i)||2F

+
ρ

2
||(1−M) ◦ (L−X)||2F + β||M ||1,

V = γ
n∑
j=1

∑
(kj,lj)∈N

|Mkj −Mlj|,

(3.14)

and its computational complexity per iteration is near linear according to

[5]. Since (3.12) cannot be represented by a pixel-wise sum of a function of

M , α-expansion cannot be applied unless we split the dynamic background

from the static background.
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3.2.4 p-Subproblem

The p-subproblem is given by :

min
p

λ

2

c∑
i=1

∑
(pi)j=1

||(1−Mj + ε) ◦ (Lj − L̃i)||2F. (3.15)

Because we separated L and L̃, the value of each summand of (3.15) is in-

dependent of the choice of p unlike with the k-means problem. Therefore,

it simply can be solved by calculating ||(1−Mj + ε) ◦ (Lj − L̃i)||2F for every

(i, j) pair and selecting i that gives the minimal value for each j.

3.2.5 Adaptive parameter control

The parameters λ and ρ control the ratio between the two terms that in-

volve the L-subproblem. A low λ/ρ leads to L becoming similar to X in M c.

Contrarily, the larger λ/ρ, the more likely it becomes that the L-subproblem

(3.7) will prefer a static L. Therefore, we set λ/ρ large at the beginning of

the iterations to recover the obscured portion of L and reduce λ by a factor

of s after each iteration with the lower bound being λ/ρ = 0.01. Such pa-

rameter settings leads to L ≈ X in M c when the iterations are completed,

which then successfully recovers dynamic backgrounds.

The parameter β controls the sparsity of M ; a large β produces a sparse
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M . (3.13) can be transformed into

min
Mj

n∑
k=1

(
β − λ

2
(Lkj − L̃ij)−

ρ

2
(Lkj −Xkj)

2

)
Mkj

+ γ
∑

(kj,lj)∈ε

|Mkj −Mlj|

+
λ(1 + ε)

2
||Lj − L̃i||2F +

ρ

2
||Lj −Xj||2F.

(3.16)

From (3.16), we can see that Mij is more likely to be 1 if β < λ
2
(Lkj −

L̃ij) + ρ
2
(Lkj − Xkj)

2. Hence, we made β depend on the distribution of the

right inequality term for M to distinguish a moving object from the back-

ground. Because the estimation of M is not accurate at the beginning of the

iterations, we start with a large β and reduce it by a factor 0.5 until ||M ||1
reaches 10−4nd as in [69]. Thereafter, compute the variance σ2 of L − X

at each iteration and set β as min{max{0.5β, 4.5ρσ2, β̄}, β}, where β̄ is the

lower bound of β.

A large γ prefers a more connected L. We set γ = 20β, and, whenever β

is updated, γ is updated with that relationship. The overall process is shown

in Algorithm

2 and the source code can be found at https://1drv.ms/u/s!

AilN6GjAEcSnbAqlFP12qD-CH3Y?e=R2JyGU.

3.2.6 Convergence

Every subproblem in the process has a converging or an analytic solution,

and the total energy decreases monotonically. Therefore, the algorithm con-

verges to a local minimum with fixed parameters. Moreover, because the pa-

rameters λ, β, γ decrease with each iteration and have a lower bound, they

also converge. Therefore, the entire algorithm converges to a local minimum.
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Algorithm 2 Background Subtraction by Masked RPCA

1: Input : X ∈ RH×W×3×d, c ≥ 1, p = K-means(X, c), L =

X, L̃ initialized by (3.10), M = 0, λ, ρ, β, γ, s, τ > 0

2: X ← Xi, where Xi is the channel of X with the largest variation.

3: Reshape X into an HW × d matrix

4: repeat

5: Solve the L-subproblem by (3.9)

6: Solve the L̃-subproblem by (3.12)

7: Update β and γ according to Section 3.2.5

8: Solve the M -subproblem (3.16) by using graph cuts

9: p← argminp
λ
2

∑c
i=1

∑
(pi)j=1 ||(1−Mj + ε) ◦ (Lj − L̃i)||2F.

10: λ← sλ

11: until convergence or # of iterations reaches 20

12: S = (|X − L| > τ)

13: Apply a 5× 5 median filter on S

14: Output S
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Frame size Start-end Dynamic texture

Overpass 240 × 320 × 3 2001-3000 Waving tree

Fountain02 288 × 432 × 3 1-1000 Fountain

Canoe 240 × 320 × 3 101-1100 Flowing water

Boats 240 × 320 × 3 7000-7999 Flowing water

Camouflage 240 × 320 × 3 - Monitor

Bootstrap 288 × 432 × 3 1-1000 Pale shadow

Foreground Aperture 240 × 320 × 3 1-1100 -

Waving Trees 240 × 320 × 3 - Waving tree

Table 3.1: Details of the benchmark videos. ”Start-end” means the frame
number of the start frame and the end frame of a full sequence.

3.3 Experimental results

3.3.1 Benchmark Algorithms And Videos

We evaluated the proposed method by comparing it with other end-to-end

dynamic background subtraction methods, namely, SuBSENSE[52], CANDID[35],

BF-LRGB[45], and IUTIS-2[3]. In addition, Javed et al. [23] was included in

the benchmark algorithms because they also used RPCA and MRF.

We downloaded the benchmark videos ”Overpass,” ”Fountain02,” ”Ca-

noe,” and ”Boats” from the CDNet dataset [59], and ”Camouflage,” ”Boot-

strap,” ”Foreground Aperture,” and ”Waving Trees” from the Wallflower dataset

[55]. For CDNet, ground-truth sequences contain 5 labels : motion, unknown

motion, hard shadow, static, and out-of-interest region, and we consider the

first three classes as the moving object to be detected. We selected a se-

ries of 1000 frames with moving objects from each sequence and conducted

experiments as in [48]. For the Wallflower dataset, when the length of the

video was less than 1000, the entire clip was selected. Otherwise, the only

the first 1000 frames were selected. The details of each video clip are pre-
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sented in Table 3.1.

3.3.2 Implementation

We set the initial value of the parameters as c = 1, λ = 9.6, β = 2Var(X), γ =

20β, s = 0.7, τ = 0.03. The suggested intervals for ρ and β̄/Var(X) are

[0.05, 2] and [0.01, 0.1] respectively, where Var(·) means the variation func-

tion. We chose ρ = 1 and β̄/Var(X) = 0.0135. They were adaptively con-

trolled according to Section 3.2.5. Parameter sensitivity for some important

variables are shown in Figure 3.2. Computational complexity is measured by

resizing the input videos. We resized CDNet videos by increasing the resize

factor from 0.1 to 1 by 0.1 and recorded per-iteration time cost. Since the

number of the pixel is proportional to the square of the resize factor, we

compared the time cost graph with the graph of y = ax2 where a is set to

both of the graphs coincides at x = 0.1. Figure 3.3 shows the comparison

result, and one can empirically verify that the per-iteration computational

complexity is near linear to the number of the entire number of pixels.

3.3.3 Evaluation

Quantitative Evaluation For each video, the quantitative evaluation was

performed on the basis of the precision, recall, and F-measure. The results

of quantitatively evaluating our algorithm against the other benchmark al-

gorithms are shown in Table 3.2 and 3.3. Because Javed et al. did not offer

the source code and didn’t even specify the values of the parameters in the

thesis, we fine-tuned it for each input video and found the best-performing

parameters.

For the CDNet data, Javed et al. produced few false positive(FP) pix-

els but also few true positives (TP) pixels thus exhibiting a low F-measure.

BF-LRGB demonstrated the second-best recall in ”Overpass,” ”Canoe,” and
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(a) Overpass (b) Fountain02

(c) β̄/Var(X) (d) γ/β

Figure 3.2: Parameter sensitivity of λ, ρ, β, and γ. Because β usually de-
creases to β̄, we measured the sensitivity of β̄ rather than that of the initial
β. The range of each parameter is −30 to 30% of the value set in Section
3.3.2.
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(a) Overpass (b) Fountain02

(c) Canoe (d) Boats

Figure 3.3: Per-iteration time consumption of the proposed method. One can
empirically verify that the per-iteration computational complexity is near lin-
ear to the number of the entire number of pixels.
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”Boats”, but it produced too many FP pixels in ”Overpass.” Sample-based

methods, namely, CANDID and SuBSENSE produced few FP pixels in all

the CDNet videos. For precision, they took first and second place for all

the video tests except ”Boats.” However, they produced a large number of

false negative pixels in ”Canoe,” and ”Boats”. IUTIS-2 also showed higher

precision than recall but demonstrated higher recall than the sample-based

methods. The proposed method delivered balanced results. It exhibited the

best performance in terms of recall and exceeded the average F-measures of

the other algorithms by more than 9%.

For the Wallflower data, BF-LRGB demonstrated high precision and, in

total, was the second-best by F-measure. The proposed method was the best

in ”Camouflage”, the second-best in ”Bootstrap” and ”Foreground Aper-

ture”, but was the best overall.

Qualitative Evaluation The background subtraction results are shown in

Figure 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6. The white region is true positive(TP), black region

is true negative (TN), green region is false positive(FP), red region is false

negative(FP), and gray region is the out-of-interest region.

The proposed method detected the lower body in ”Overpass” most suc-

cessfully. Moreover, it was the only algorithm that successfully detected the

rear portion of the car in ”Fountain02”, and the bottom of the boats in

”Boats.” The sample-based methods failed to detect the right side of the

body in ”Foreground Aperture”. In particular, Javed et al. also failed to

detect the right side of the body because it computes its low-rank output

in an online manner without considering the entire video. That is, although

it follows the RPCA framework, it shares the disadvantages of the sample-

based methods by identifying temporarily stationary objects as part of the

background.
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Table 3.2: Quantitative evaluation on CDNet dataset. For each sequence,
the best result is highlighted in bold and the second-best in italics.
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Table 3.3: Quantitative evaluation on Wallflower dataset. For each sequence,
the best result is highlighted in bold and the second-best in italics.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 3.4: Background subtraction results. (a) Input frame, (b) ground
truth, and the experimental results of (c) Javed et al., (d) CANDID, (e)
BF-LRGB, (f) SuBSENSE, (g) IUTIS-2, and (h) the proposed method ap-
plied to Overpass (column 1 and 2) and Fountain02 (column 3 and 4).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 3.5: Background subtraction results. (a) Input frame, (b) ground
truth, and the experimental results of (c) Javed et al., (d) CANDID, (e)
BF-LRGB, (f) SuBSENSE, (g) IUTIS-2, and (h) the proposed method ap-
plied to Canoe (column 1 and 2) and Boats (column 3 and 4).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 3.6: (a) Input frame, (b) ground truth, and the experimental results
of (c) Javed et al., (d) CANDID, (e) BF-LRGB, (f) SuBSENSE, (g) IUTIS-
2, and (h) the proposed method applied to Camouflage (column 1), Boot-
strap(column 2), Foreground Aperture (column 3) and Waving Trees (col-
umn 4). 40



Chapter 4

Deep Image Dedusting With

Dust-Optimized Transmission

Map

4.1 Transmission estimation

4.1.1 Atmospheric light estimation

Most existing dehazing techniques use the atmospheric light estimating method

developed by [17]. That is, when 0.1% of pixels with the largest dark chan-

nel values are denoted as D, the value of the brightest pixel in D is taken as

atmospheric light. Denote atmospheric light computed in this way as Aold.

As sunlight is so bright, this method gives A as the mixture of the light

from the dense haze and the unscattered sunlight, which is brighter than

the light reflected from the densest haze. Since many t estimating methods
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assume that A is given, this implies that sunlight influences the selection of

t, which violates (2.34). In the case of dehazing problem, this error is not

a big problem because haze has high intensity. However, as dust is much

darker than haze, this error induces an overestimation of A, which results in

too dark and unnatural dedusting results. To find darker atmospheric light

and address this problem, we must find the dustiest region. Since finding

this region does not need to be too precise, we used Felsenszwalb's efficient

graph-based image segmentation [12]. The region of interest is the compo-

nent containing most of D among the segmented components and is denoted

as ROI.

Since most of the dusty region is usually located in the sky region of im-

ages, a component in the sky region is often selected as the region of inter-

est. In ROI, we propose the following atmospheric light estimation method:

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4.1: (a) Dusty image. (b) ROI selected by segmentation. (c) Aold.
(d) 50% pixels with smallest dark channel values in ROI. (e) Remaining
pixels after filtering with intensity and saturation values. (f) Anew. Anew is
darker and less saturated than Aold.
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First, choose the 50% of pixels with the smallest DCROI values in ROI. Sec-

ondly, choose 10% of pixels with the smallest intensity values in the remain-

ing area. Finally, choose 10% of pixels with the smallest saturation values in

the remaining area, and the average value of them is taken as atmospheric

light. Atmospheric light found using our method is darker and less saturated

than the classical estimation Aold. We call this estimation Anew. Figure 4.1

shows Aold and the process of finding Anew.

4.1.2 Transmission estimation

The initial estimation of the transmission map based on dark channel prior

is given by [17]

tDC(x) = 1− min
y∈Ω(x)

min
c

Ic(y)

Ac
. (4.1)

It is obtained by assuming constant t in Ω(x), dividing (2.35) by A, and ap-

plying (2.34). This estimation reflects distance correctly for most regions but

causes a halo effect since its patch-wise calculation overestimates the trans-

mission map at the boundary of front objects. The ways to overcome this

are soft-matting [26], guided filtering [16], another initial estimation based

on the boundary constraint [36], and so on, each having its pros and cons

in terms of accuracy and speed. We chose soft-matting which is the slowest

but most accurate. The transmission map refined by soft-matting is denoted

as tSM , and can be obtained with following equation:

(L+ 10−4U)tSM = 10−4tDC (4.2)

where L is the Laplacian matting matrix, U is the identity matrix, and tDC

is flattened. Depending on which A is used in calculating tDC , old or new
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.2: (a) J(toldDC , Aold), (b) J(toldSM , Aold), (c) J(tnewDC , Anew) , and (d)
J(tnewSM , Anew). Ones calculated with Aold not only look dark, but also show
awkward and unrealistic hue. The sky region of ones calculated with Anew
has been whitened and lost information of there. Regardless of A, one can
see that recovery with tDC shows a halo effect but shows higher local con-
trast in the front buildings than recovery with tSM .

will be displayed in the superscript of tDC and tSM .

Let Jrough be a rough recovery of scene radiance defined by

Jrough(t, A) =
I − A

max{t, 0.1}
+ A. (4.3)

Figure 4.2 shows J(toldDC , Aold), J(toldSM , Aold) , J(tnewDC , Anew) , and J(tnewSM , Anew).

Roughly, Anew is the average of the darkest pixels of the sky. Also, roughly,

tDC and tSM gives small values to regions whose value is close to A. This

makes tnewDC and tnewSM have zero value at highly dusty regions, which rarely

occurs with Aold. In short, transmission with Anew gives good estimation at

close and less dusty regions, and transmission with Aold gives the right inten-

sity ordering of transmission. Since we assumed (2.33), toldSM and tnewSM should

differ by constant exponent. Therefore, to complement each other, we find

f(x) = xa (4.4)
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4.3: (a) toldDC , (b) toldSM , (c) graph of f and tnewSM over flattened and
sorted toldSM , (d) tnewDC (e) tnewSM , and (f) t0 .

where a minimizes

||f(Ωold)− Ωnew||2 (4.5)

where Ωold and Ωnew are the 20% of pixels with the largest transmission val-

ues in ROIc of toldSM and tnewSM , flattened and rearranged in ascending order.

We finally define our initial estimation of the transmission t0 by

t0 = f(toldSM). (4.6)

Then t0 is similar to tnewSM at close, high transmission regions but higher than

tnewSM at low transmission regions.. Also, its lightness order among pixels is

identical to that of toldSM . Fig. 4.3 shows the process of generating t0.

The transmission map should be smooth except at depth discontinuities.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: (a) Graph of y = exp
(
−β (1− x)3) with β = 1.309, which is

calculated by (4.12), (b) t which is the minimizer of (4.7). In (b), one can
see that the undesirable details in the front have largely disappeared while
the back remains well bordered.

Although soft-matting successfully removes over-estimation of transmission

and corresponding halo effects, it induces underestimation of transmission

at near and dark region. Such underestimations result in over-enhancement,

which distorts the original scene radiance. Therefore, a refinement operation

to remove them should be applied to t0. To remove such undesirable dis-

continuities and preserve semantic edges, NLTV regularization is applied to

refine t0 as [33]. Since the damage of over-enhancement at close region is

more critical than at far regions, distance adaptive regularization is needed.

Therefore, we minimize the following objective function:

min
t

∑
x

u(x)|Owt(x)|+ λ

2
||t− t0||2F, (4.7)

where u is a weight function, Owt(x) is the non-local gradient of t at x, and

λ is a weight to balance two terms. The initial estimation of the transmission
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map t0 is used to reflect distance, so we can define weight u by

u(x) = exp
(
−β (1− t0(x))3) . (4.8)

We denote the minimizer of (4.7) as t, which is the final estimation of trans-

mission. t is shown in Figure 4.4.

4.2 Scene radiance recovery

Once we have t, the scene radiance may be recovered according to (2.37) as

J = max

(
min

(
A

1− ωlogt
+

I − A
t(1− ωlogt)

, 1

)
, 0

)
, (4.9)

where ω = p(0, 0)/4π. However, dividing by t(1 + ωlogt)) not only amplifies

noise but also whitens the bright part of the sky whose transmission is close

to zero, but I −A is not small enough. It is because the dark channel prior

is not sufficiently reliable at the sky region, and this problem is evaded by

alleviating the dust model (2.37) with setting a lower bound of coefficient of

J as s:

IJ,s,ω(x) = J(x) max (s, t(x) [1− ωlogt(x)]) + A(1− t(x)). (4.10)

In this case, choosing optimal s and ω requires additional human-made pri-

ors. The lower bound of t is often set 0.1 in the field of dehazing [17], [33].

However, since we have to find ω in addition to s, using fixed s is not de-

sirable. [60] chose to maximize the number of visible edges, but it is too

unstable that it often fails to attain naturalness. Instead of searching for

other human-crafted regularizers to fit (4.9), we made use of deep image
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prior(DIP) [56]. DIP is a neural-based image prior, which replaces image

variable in regularizers with the output of a generative neural network with

random noise inputs. It is based on the idea that the structure of a generator

network is sufficient to capture low-level image information, and it showed

great success in many variational models, e.g. denoising, super-resolution,

inpainting, and deblurring [61] without training. [61] solved blind deconvo-

lution problem by constructing two generator GX and Gk, where GX gener-

ates deblurred images and Gk generates blur kernels. Likewise, we propose

constructing three generators GJ , Gs, and Gω, each generating J , s, and

ω. GJ is an asymmetric autoencoder with skip connections followed by the

Sigmoid activation. GJ has five encoding modules and corresponding five de-

coding modules, and their detailed structures are shown in Table 4.1, Figure

4.5 and Figure 4.6. Since Gs and Gω process much simpler process than GJ ,

we adopted fully connected networks. They take length 200 random vectors

as inputs, and the outputs are generated through one hidden layer of 2000

nodes. Finally, the parameters of GJ , Gs, and Gω are optimized by simply

minimizing following mean square error loss function:

L(GJ , Gs, Gω) = ||IJ,s,ω − I||2F. (4.11)
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Figure 4.5: Architecture of GJ . Left five block are encoders e1 to e5, and
right five blocks are decoders d1 to d5. Downwards arrows accompany a
stride 2 convolution which downsizes the feature map by the factor of 2.
Upwards arrows upscale the feature map with bilinear interpolation. Skip
connection is conducted by concatenating in the feature dimension.

Figure 4.6: Architecture of each ei, si, and di. For i ≥ 3, a non-local block is
added after the first leaky ReLU of ei. The slope of negative part of leaky
ReLU is 0.2. Concatenation (pink arrow) is performed right after upsam-
pling.
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Input : zx (h× w × 3) from the uniform distribution with seed 0.

Output : Dedusted image x (h× w × 3).

Encoder 1 e1(128, 3), s1(16, 3)

Encoder 2 e2(128, 3), s2(16, 3)

Encoder 3 e3(128, 3), s3(16, 3)

Encoder 4 e4(128, 3), s4(16, 3)

Encoder 5 e5(128, 3), s5(16, 3)

Decoder 1 d1(128, 3)

Decoder 2 d2(128, 3)

Decoder 3 d3(128, 3)

Decoder 4 d4(128, 3)

Decoder 5 d5(128, 3)

Output layer Conv(1, 1) & Sigmoid

Table 4.1: Structure of each encoder/decoder module. For m ∈
{e, s, d,Conv}, m(n, k) represents that each convolution of m has n
k× k kernels. All convolutions are done with appropriate zero padding that
maintains the feature shape.
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4.3 Experimental results

4.3.1 Implementation

Because soft matting and NLTV regularization takes tremendous time, all

processes prior to scene radiance recovery are done by resizing the shorter

edge of the input image to a length of 150. After we have t, we upsample it

into original shape. In the segmentation step, to select ROI, I is converted

to a grayscale image and smoothed by a Gaussian filter with standard de-

viation 0.8 as the input. The scale parameter k is set to 50. As k becomes

larger, |ROI| gets larger. Patch size for dark channel calculation is set to

21 × 21.

β depends on the mean and the standard deviation of dark channel values

at ROIc. β is set to

β = − log0.4

(1−mean
[
tnewDCROIc

]
+ std

[
tnewDCROIc

]
)2
, (4.12)

where mean[·] and std[·] are the mean and the standard deviation of ·, re-

spectively.

For NLTV regularization (4.7), We set λ and µ as 1 and 20, respectively.

The patch size for NLTV calculation is set to 11× 11, 10 5 ×5 searching

window is employed for each area A(x), and σ at 2.38 is set to 255× 10−2.

(4.7) is solved as follows; flatten t0, introduce an auxiliary variable d which

approximates Owt(x), split d and Owt(x), find N such that Owt(x) = N · t,
and alternatively solve d and t from

min
t,d

∑
u(x)|d(x)|+ λ

2
||t− t0||22 +

µ

2
||d−N · t||22. (4.13)
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With t fixed, d is updated first by applying the shrinkage operator:

dk+1(x) =
Owt

k(x)

|Owtk(x)|
max

(
|Owt

k(x)| − u(x)

µ
, 0

)
. (4.14)

Then, t is updated by solving following sparse linear system

(
λ

µ
E +NTN

)
tk+1 =

λ

µ
t0 +NTdk+1, (4.15)

where E ∈ Rhw×hw is the identity matrix. We found that only one iteration

is enough for good results.

(4.11) is minimized by Adam optimizer. The learning rates are set 10−2

for GJ and 10−4 for Gs and Gω, and they decay by the factor of 0.5 for

2000, 3000, and 4000 iterations.

4.3.2 Evaluation

We compared our method with state-of-art dehazing methods, namely, Cycle-

dehaze [11], DHSGAN [34], and DCPDN [66]. We also included Wang et

al.[60] in the benchmark algorithms since it is the unique existing dedust-

ing algorithm. Because the standard dedusting dataset does not exist, we

selected 8 outdoor dusty images from Google’s image. Also, because there

is no clean reference image and dedusting assessment algorithm, quantitative

evaluation is performed on the basis of no-reference image quality assessment

methods used in related fields. We used MDM [37], CEIQ [63], LOE [58],

UCIQE [64], and αSB and βSB introduced in [46]. MDM, CEIQ, and LOE fo-

cus on contrast enhancement. MDM is based on higher orders of Minkowski
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distance, defined by

MDM(J) =
4

√√√√( 1

N

N∑
i=1

|J8
i −mean(J8)|64

)1/64

, (4.16)

where i indicates each pixel and N is the number of pixels of J . CEIQ mea-

sures histogram based entropy and cross entropy between the original image

and the enhanced one. LOE assesses the naturalness of the enhanced image

by measuring how well the lightness order is preserved. Unlike the other

metrics, lower LOE is better. UCIQE is a underwater color image quality

evaluation metric. αSB measures how small the dark channel value is com-

pared to the input image. βSB is based on haze line theory [2], and the ex-

planation for it is shown in Figure 4.7.

Dusty image enhancements are shown in Figure 4.8 and 4.9. It is the de-

dusting result of images 1,2,3,4 from the left column of Figure 4.8, and the

result of images 5,6,7,8 from the left column of Figure 4.9. Wang et al. and

Cycle-Dehaze severely distorted the color and style of the image. Wang et al.

optimized the parameters through the genetic algorithm using the gradient

calculated with the Kirsch operator as the evaluation function. The value of

that gradient is higher than that of the result of the proposed method, but

the naturalness of the image is largely lost. Both DHSGAN and DCPDN

usually produced less enhanced results. In image 3 4.8, the boundary be-

tween the mountains and the sky at the top of the image is more visible

in the proposed method than that of DHSGAN and DCPDN. This is also

true of the boundary between the mountain and the sky in the image 5.

In image 6, DHSGAN remained dust at the top of the image and it seems

like clouds. In image 7, DCPDN failed to remove dust on the middle right

of the picture, leaving a white band. In image 8, both DCPDN and DHS-

GAN made white dust bands in the middle of the image while the proposed

method successfully dedusted the image.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.7: (a), (b) Pixel value of haze free natural images forms tight clus-
ters in RGB space. (c), (d) When scattering obstructs the scene, these pixels
translate according to haziness in that region and form haze lines that pass
through atmospheric light A marked as the black point. βSB evaluates how
small the standard deviation of the magnitude of each haze line is compared
to that of the input image.

Since Wang et al. and Cycle-Dehaze produced unrealistic results, quan-

titative evaluations were carried out only on DHSGAN, DCPDN and the

proposed method. The quantitative evaluation result is shown in Table 4.2.

The proposed method gave the best result for most of the scores.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.8: Dedusting results. (a) Input image, result of (b) Wang et al.
[60], (c) Cycle-dehaze [11], (d) DHSGAN [34], (e) DCPDN [66], and (f) the
proposed method applied to of image 1 to 4.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.9: Dedusting results. (a) Input image, result of (b) Wang et al.
[60], (c) Cycle-dehaze [11], (d) DHSGAN [34], (e) DCPDN [66], and (f) the
proposed method applied to of image 5 to 8.
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CHAPTER 4. DEEP IMAGE DEDUSTING WITH DUST-OPTIMIZED
TRANSMISSION MAP

[34] [66] Ours [34] [66] Ours

img 1

MDM 0.6655 0.6112 0.8917

img 5

MDM 0.8547 0.9546 0.9668

CEIQ 2.7787 3.2608 3.4739 CEIQ 2.8549 2.9374 3.5355

LOE 1888.5 559.8 386.5 LOE 1240.9 739.4 576.3

UCIQE 16.973 17.453 29.563 UCIQE 15.902 14.629 31.548

αSB 0.0598 0.0315 0.0795 αSB 0.0091 0.0030 0.0490

βSB 0.0027 0.0031 0.0146 βSB 0.0016 0.0012 0.0078

img 2

MDM 0.9700 0.9563 0.9632

img 6

MDM 0.7165 0.9092 0.9562

CEIQ 2.8280 3.2786 3.3102 CEIQ 3.1212 3.0975 3.0643

LOE 508.4 416.9 187.1 LOE 1331.1 601.5 932.2

UCIQE 15.201 20.533 29.834 UCIQE 14.827 19.760 27.818

αSB 0.0030 0.0036 0.0133 αSB 0.0208 0.0091 0.0681

βSB 0.0009 0.0007 0.0021 βSB 0.0052 0.0012 0.0059

img 3

MDM 0.9573 0.9146 0.9371

img 7

MDM 0.5189 0.9200 0.9515

CEIQ 2.8231 3.1322 3.4461 CEIQ 2.4884 3.4078 3.531

LOE 444.3 491.2 325.2 LOE 2211.7 994.9 322.6

UCIQE 15.292 24.673 29.389 UCIQE 12.859 21.876 23.408

αSB 0.0067 0.0052 0.0318 αSB 0.0331 0.0460 0.0524

βSB 0.0010 0.0004 0.0170 βSB 0.0009 0.0075 0.0116

img 4

MDM 0.9543 0.9180 0.9182

img 8

MDM 0.9532 0.932 0.9396

CEIQ 2.9085 3.3147 3.5355 CEIQ 3.0664 3.0864 3.4733

LOE 731.2 314.6 446.9 LOE 713.8 753.4 478.2

UCIQE 15.403 22.758 26.623 UCIQE 17.488 14.499 30.513

αSB 0.0224 0.0016 0.0226 αSB 0.0497 0.0385 0.0615

βSB 0.0019 0.0002 0.0043 βSB 0.0003 0.0015 0.0030

Table 4.2: Quantitative evaluation of DHSGAN[34], DCPDN [66], and the
proposed method. Except for LOE, the larger value is the better. The best
result is written in bold.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis, we proposed a new dynamic background subtraction method

termed masked RPCA. The proposed method estimates the background by

minimizing the multiplication of the rank term and the background mask

1−M + ε. As the iteration proceeds, the parameters are adaptively updated

to refine M and L. The per-iteration computational complexity of the pro-

posed method is near linear. Although our method did not produce in every

aspect the best quantitative result compared to the state-of-art model, it ex-

ceeded the average F-measure of the other algorithms for both the CDNet

and Wallflower data due to balanced high precision and recall.

Subsequently, we proposed an effective framework to estimate appropri-

ate atmospheric light and transmission for the dedusting problem using seg-

mentation and dark channel prior. For transmission refinement, NLTV reg-

ularization with respect to dark channel was used. To recover the scene ra-

diance, deep image prior was applied and corresponding generative networks

are designed. Experiments showed that the proposed method outperforms

the state-of-art dehazing methods, which prove its value as a proprietary al-

gorithm for dedusting.
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국문초록

강건 주성분 분석은 배경 감산을 통한 동영상의 전경 추출의 방법으로 이

용되어 왔으나, 동적 배경은 저계수 행렬로 표현될 수 없기 때문에 동적 배경

감산에 성능적 한계를 가지고 있었다. 우리는 전경과 배경을 구분하는 일계 마

르코프 연쇄를 도입해 정적 배경을 나타내는 항과 곱하고 이것을 이용한 새로

운 형태의 강건 주성분 분석을 제안하여 동적 배경 감산 문제를 해결한다. 해당

최소화 문제는 반복적인 교차 최적화를 통하여 해결한다. 이어서 대기중의 미세

먼지에 의해 오염된 영상을 복원한다. 영상 분할과 암흑 채널 가정에 기반하여

깊이 지도를 구하고, 비국소 총 변동 최소화를 통하여 정제한다. 이후 깊은 영상

가정에 기반한 영상 생성기를 통하여 최종적으로 복원된 영상을 구한다. 실험을

통하여 제안된 방법을 다른 방법들과 비교하고 질적인 측면과 양적인 측면 모

두에서 우수함을 확인한다.

주요어휘: 이동 물체 탐지, 동적 배경 감산, 강건한 주성분 분석, 영상 먼지 제

거, 깊은 영상 가정

학번: 2015-20267
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